Namaste

PHILOSOPHY

What’s Your
		 True Name?

“The Naming of Cats is a difficult matter,
It isn’t just one of your holiday games;
You may think at first I’m as mad as a hatter
When I tell you, a cat must have THREE
DIFFERENT NAMES.”
The Naming of Cats by T.S. Elliot
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The word “Namaste” is often used in yoga classes to
mean “hello” or “good bye,” not unlike the Hawaiian
“aloha.” But like “aloha” it has deeper meaning. Yogis
and yoginis sometimes give the more spiritual
translation “the divine in me honours the divine in
you”- and while closer to the truth, this also doesn’t
get at its deeper signification.
“Namaste” is actually two words: “nama” and “te”
which literally mean “salutations to you”. Put another
way, it can also mean “I invoke your true name”
because our English word “name” comes from the
Sanskrit root “nam” which means to salute or honour.
Thus, to say “namaste” is to invoke a person’s deep,
spiritual name, a reflection of who they really are.

What’s in a Name?

“En arche ein ho logos”- “In the beginning was the
Word”- this well-known phrase from the bible reflects
what Vedic philosophy expounded thousands of
years before it: that sound and vibration are the cause
and substance of the universe. The seers of ancient
India told us that the universe hums to the tune of
OM and that everything in it vibrates at its own
characteristic frequency. Being microcosms, human
beings too have unique sounds that resonate with
who they are, and in ancient days these were made
part of their names.
The mantra any person hears most in their life is their
name. Doesn’t it make sense that the sound of yours
should reflect your best qualities, rather than repress
them? India’s sages thought so, and took naming
seriously. They found the syllables with the optimum
mantric value, using the birth horoscope and other
sources, and assigned them to the newborn to give it
the best possible start in life.
If you do not think that words and names have
value think again. Consider the moniker we used for
Princess Diana, and with what passion we drove it
into her: “Lady Di, Lady Di, Lady Di! Lady Die! Lady
Die! Lady Die!” This may not seem like much, but
words and their meaning affect us, especially when
spoken with great frequency and/or passion.
Like T.S.Eliot’s cats, we too have different names,
which as we go through life, or enter a spiritual path,
often change to reflect our evolution. The name
we’re given at birth is the most basic, reflecting our
parents’ consciousness. Later, our friends give us
nicknames which often are more personal. But there
is a deeper name that is our true, spiritual mantra, and
it can be read in your Vedic horoscope. What’s more,
you can be assigned a different name depending on
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your goals in life. Want to make money? Pick the sound of
a planetary position that represents wealth in your chart.
Want peace and love? You can find the sounds that invoke
these too. In fact, Sanskrit is structured in such a way as to
represent sounds based on their unique qualities.
For example, gutturals (uh, aah, ka, kha, ga, gha, nga and
ha) have a harsh, warrior-like sound, and relate to the
planet Mars. Languages like Arabic that emphasise these
often engender a stronger Martian consciousness in their
speakers. The name Genghis Khan (or Adolf Hitler) doesn’t
exactly invoke romance, does it?
On the other hand, the palatals (e, ee, cha, chha, ja, jha, ña,
ya, and sha) are soft and Venusian. The Italian language
is full of these, (Ci vediamo, Giovanni!) which may be one
reason Italians are viewed as lovers, artists and hedonists,
rather than fearsome conquerors.
In this way, every sound was assigned a value by the seers
who organised the Sanskrit language. Some modern
masters even use the alphabet to help diagnose medical
problems through the lens of Ayurveda. Mispronouncing
the sound “Cha”? There may be kidney problems, or
dehydration. The reason? The phoneme “Cha” relates to
Venus, the Water Element and the Kidneys. It may seem
like magic, but it isn’t once you know how it’s done.
Though like any skill it takes time and practice to learn.
So what does this have to do with “Namaste”? When you
say this to anyone, you are invoking their real name- their
“ineffable effable Effanineffable/ Deep and inscrutable
singular Name,” as per T.S. Eliot. And by doing so you allow
and encourage them to be their most authentic selves.
Today there is talk about minimising our carbon footprint,
but the seers of India believed we should minimise our
‘karmic footprint’- because creating undesirable karma
harms both ourselves and the world. To do this, we have
to be true to ourselves- to live our dharma and vibrate at a
level that resonates with our purpose on this planet. When
we do not, we unconsciously send out ‘bad vibrations’,
which is ultimately unsustainable for us and for our
environment. Real ecological, financial, and spiritual
sustainability starts from here, from knowing your
dharma, and your deep and inscrutable, personal name.
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Namaste!
SIMON CHOKOISKY

SIMON HAS A POPULAR DVD SERIES ‘DECODING YOUR LIFE MAP WITH VEDIC ASTROLOGY’, AND TEACHES SANSKRIT AND MEDICAL JYOTISHA AT THE AYURVEDIC
INSTITUTE IN ALBUQUERQUE, NM. TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT ONLINE SANSKRIT
LEARNING AT THE AYURVEDIC INSTITUTE VISIT ONLINELEARNING@AYURVEDA.COM.
TO FIND YOUR DHARMA TYPE, VISIT WWW.SPIRITTYPE.COM OR READ THE FIVE
DHARMA TYPES, VEDIC WISDOM FOR DISCOVERING YOUR PURPOSE AND DESTINY,
PUBLISHED BY DESTINY BOOKS.
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